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EDITORS' NOTES
This edition of the newsletter comes to
YOU
from
SY
Tasmania!
Unfortunately, there is not a huge amount
happening.down here at the moment, due
to a depressed economy. But at least I
have given the edtorial team a bit of a
break.
My first experience in editing the
newsletter has been generally a very
pleasant one, although I am appalled at
the lack of contributions fiom noncommittee AACA members! (Notice the
lack of state news!!). We need to hear
fiom you about what is happening in the
consulting world. It only takes a few
minutes to email a few notes about what
you are up to, so I urge all you consultants
to keep in touch. And by the way,
producing the newsletter is not as hard as
you think, so if you would like to promote
your state's archaeology, put your hand
up for a future edition!

"Hobart Town" by A. C. Cooke
The original wood engraving was published in the
Australasian Sketcher of 10 May 1879

Wik Brochures: You will find enclosed
several brochures on the Wik debate by
Noel Pearson of the Cape York Land
Council. These are for your information
only, and do not necessarily represent the
views of the AACA committee.
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NEWS FROM TASMANIA

NEWS FROM QUEENSLAND
Newsfrom Cos Coroneos:

News from Tassie is pretty grim,
unfortunately. The government has run
out of money, development work has
stopped dead, and there is next to no
consulting work.
Port Arthur is stiii recovering from the
impact of the April 1996 massacre. A
recent government-commissioned report
into the management authority resulted in
the resignation of the CEO and the
sacking of most of the board. A $200 000
gardens development project, involving
archaeological work, has gone on hold
until administrative issues can be sorted
out, but hopefully the new board will
inject some new life into Tassie7sbiggest
archaeological site.

In March through to April I was
contracted as the on-site supervisor on the
excavation of the Pettigrew's Sawmill site,
Brisbane.
Wallin & Grimwade &
Associates were contracted to carry out
the excavation. Established in 1854
Pettigrews was the first privately owned
sawmill in Queensland. The site had been
heavily disturbed by construction activity
early this century however some pockets
of the original site were identified. Of
particular interest was what appears to be
the one of the refuse pits associated with
the outhouse of the Pettigrew's family
home. The results are being analysed at
this moment.

On another front, Harnish Maxwell-Stuart,
a hstorian at the University of Tasmania,
is pushing for improved communication
between historians and archaeologists.
Specialising in convict hstory, Hamish is
keen to start a Convict Studies Unit in the
History and Classics Dept. All it needs is
government funding...

In March through to May contracted as
sub-consultant on the Richmond River
Maritime Heritage Survey commissioned
by the Richmond River Shire Council.
The principal consultant was Pauline
Curby. The survey identified a number of
sites between Casino and Broadwater, the
more significant of whlch were recorded.

Tasmania's
new Historic Cultural
Heritage Legislation is finally up and
running, and a historic site register is now
in place which gives legal protection to
regstered historic sites, and it's about
time, too! The Parks and Wildlife Dept
have also finally put their Historic and
Aboriginal site databases on computer, so
I no longer have to flick through
thousands of cards!! Finally, Tasmania is
catching up with the rest of the world!!

In June through to July contracted to the
State Heritage Office to compile into a
single report the results of the Community
Wreck Survey Project. Seventeen
submissions on wrecks in NSW were
recieved from Dive Clubs and individuals.
Apart fiom laying out the document the
job involved the enhancing of some of the
site plans and cross-checking references.

I spent the first couple of months of this
year excavating a section of the Cascades
Female Factory (known to most as the
subject of Bryce Courtney's book, "The
Potato Factory"). A brief report on the
dig has been included in this newsletter.
Cathie Searle

Work now undenvay consists of the
Maritime Archaeological Assessment for
the redevelopment of Wharves 617 & 819,
Walsh Bay and the ongoing Queensland
Shipwrecks Database Project which
entails the re-designing of the existing
databse, data entry and archival research.
Thats it for now, Adio,
Cos
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SITE NEWS
Cascades Female Factory

Third Yard Excavation
The Cascades Female Factory operated
fiom 1826 to 1877, after which it was
converted to other purposes, including a
boys reformatory and an invalid hospital,
and by 1905 was sold off to private
buyers. None of the original stone
buildings are still standing.
The Factory was primarily for women
convicts transported fiom Great Britain on
the convict hulk ships.
The Factory was a horrific place,
renouned for it's dampness, lack of
sunlight, disease and malnutrition
amongst the women convicts, and a
scandalously high infant mortality rate
amongst babies born to the women. At
least 1200 babies were known to have
died during the 51 years of the Factory's
operation, and that's just the recorded
number. The bodes of women and
children were buried in unmarked graves
outside the walls of the Factory. From
time to time, local residents still disturb
graves when digging in their gardens.
The Factory started out as one small yard,
but four more were added over the years,
to form a complex containing 1200
women at it's peak. Over 13 000 women
convicts passed through it's gates.
The excavation at the Cascades Female
Factory was conducted by Cathie Searle,
Consultant Archaeologist, in January
1997. It was commissioned by the owners
of the third yard property, Island Produce
Confectionery, who hit convict bricks
whlle digging in the garden, and believed
they had hit the infamous, rumoured
underground solitary confinement cells.
The third yard was built in 1841. It
contained 112 separate cells, in two

double storey rows, and along the front of
the yard, constable and staff quarters. The
excavation took place in the corner
beneath where the constables quarters
once stood.
The aim of the excavation was to attempt
to confirm or deny the existence of
rumoured
underground
solitary
confinement cells. There is no evidence
to support these rumours, as solitary
confinement cells did exist above ground,
built into the known buildings, and
appearing on the plans. No underground
structures appear on the origmal plans.
Secondary aims were to attempt to
establish the location and nature of
structural features associated with the
now-demolished constables offices, and to
attempt to locate and interpret a Female
Factory era occupational level and artefact
layer.
The excavation proceeded with a number
of constraints imposed by the owners,
highlighting the potential problems with
private commissions.
The owners
employed people to excavate the surface
layers overnight in my absence, initially
without my knowledge, dictating where I
was to dig. They informed me half way
through the dig, when I had carefully
excavated trenches and squares and
recorded artefacts, that they were not
interested in artefacts at all, only the
underground cells, despite having agreed
to my proposal before I accepted the job,
which outlined my objectives, and despite
my plain skepticism that such cells existed
at all. In the end they were clearly not
interested in archaeology, only in finding
the cells and getting publicity and
government funding, for their property
which they were attempting to sell.
Needless to say, t h s turned into a
consultant's nightmare.
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The excavation however, did uncover all
the origmal foundations, including
internal and external sandstone wall
foundations, fireplaces, doonvays, exterior
paving, sandstone spoon drains, and a
well, partially lined with brick. The
interior of the room contained a lOcm
deep occupational level, with artefacts.
The excavation confirmed that no
underground cells had ever existed
beneath the constables quarters, a deep,
uniform river terrace sediment having
been
found throughout the site
immediately below the artefact layer.
This finding was the last straw for the
frustrated owners, who promptly invented
complaints about my professionalism,
withheld a quarter of the agreed fees,
claimed copyright ownership of my report,
and refused permission for me to submit
the report to anyone other than
themselves, in contravention of the
original proposal. Nevertheless, I have
submitted numerous copies to Parks and
Wildlife and the State Libraries.
The real disappointment about this
project, was that a Female Factory era
occupational level was not located. All
the artefacts in the single artefact layer
dated to the twentieth century, when the
constables quarters were privately owned

3
and rented out to tenants. A number of
the original tenants and neighbours visited
the site during the dig and recognised
various artefacts, including china, and
coioured glass and plastic beads. They
were able to describe the cottages clearly,
the excavated downstairs area having been
a kitchedliving area. One woman also
described a mysterious young female
ghost who passed her father on the stairs
one night. He assumed it to be his
daughter until he reached the bottom of
the stairs and saw her sitting in the
kitchen!
The excavation, while disappointing in
some respects, demonstrated the potential
for excavation of other areas to yield
valuable information, particularly in the
first yard, which is a government owned
reserve, and is greatly underutilised. As
the female equivalent of Port Arthur, this
site has a very hgh historical significance,
and a huge archaeological and even tourist
potential. Perhaps one day, when the
government has the funds, t h s could be a
project for the proposed Convict Studies
Unit at the University of Tasmania.
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FORTHCOMING SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES

XV INQUA CONGRESS 1999
3 - 11 August 1999, Durban South Africa
The Congress will open with a one-day symposium devoted to the Congress theme:
"Environmental background to hominid evolution in Africa".
Thereafter symposia and workshops will address key issues in Quaternary
studies including glaciation, palaeohydrology, loess, neotectonics,
palaeoclimate, palaeopedology, tephrochronology, human palaeoecology,
terrestrial carbon, shorelines, vegetation history and stratigraphy.
A range of pre- and post-congress excursions is offered to important sites in
Southern Africa countries.
The frst circular and pre-regs~ationforms are avai!able on the Congress
Intemet Homepage at the following address: inqua.geoscienccorg.za.
Alternatively, the circular may be obtained from Mrs E Aucarnp,

PO Box 798, Silverton, Pretoria 000 1 SOUTH AFRICA.
Fax: +27-12-84 l 1221 e-mail: eaucamp@geoscience.org.za
For fiuther info, please contact the Secretary-General:

PO Box 6 1, Cape Town 8000 SOUTH AFRICA.
Fax: +27-2 1-2467l6

e-mail: mavery@samuseum.ac.za
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BRECCIA

by TFC

PLUMPTON RlDGE The decision on
this case was handed down recently, the
court determining all questions in favour
of NPWS, confirming the original verdict
(of being guilty of damage to Aboriginal
relics, vis. stone artefacts) against the
appellant. The judgement also stated that
archaeologsts appearing for both parties
"were consistent in their professional task"
and none "expressed any doubt ... that
there are Aborigmal artefacts on the
surface of the site" and in the excavated
assemblage (even though they were not all
in agreement in their archaeological
interpretations). The judgement also stated
that the evidence of the petrologists
(whom you may remember fiom the last
Newsletter were called in by the appellant
as "physical scientists", who are, they
seemed to imply, more credible than
archaeologcal "social scientists") was of
"no assistance in the determination of the
issues". If you are in Sydney on 31st
October, I will be giving a seminar at the
University of Sydney on issues raised by
the case, both academic and of relevance
to consultants. (Ref L&E Court of NSW,
15/8/97.Hearing No. 50011-3 of 1994)
(Ed: for full details, see later article)

Small World My indefatigable fiend
John has recently been working at
Bengalla, near Muswellbrook in the
Hunter Valley, as part of Beth White's
team investigating a silcrete extraction
site, prior to its likely destruction by yet
another open-cut coal mine (I visited the
site in my never-ending search for new
silcrete sources - but that's another story and was depressed by views of the valley
fiom above, nuclear-blast sized craters
and a dust-laden atmosphere). John
reports that while &ning at a local eatery
("Phillipes" well worth a visit) after a
hard day's work, he and the team spotted a

-
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business card on the wall, in the name of
one of our members, namely Nice
Gorman, who is currently completing a
PhD at UNE (hello Alice, if you're reading
tlus). I don't know how it got there, but
she and I had dinner at Phlllipes some
years ago, during a horrendous journey
from Sydney to Armidale for a conference
- it took three days, the car kept breaking
down and I eventually developed a
migraine and ..... Well, we got there in one
piece eventually, Alice having valiantly
refused to leave me and catch a bus north
so as not to miss too much of the
conference. But I wonder if that's when
the card came to Phillipes?
The Ark & Archaeology It seems that
simplistic views of everythrng are
reappearing in our midst, like diseases we
thought had been vanquished but were
merely biding their time and increasing
their resistances (TB, ,Malaria and
Hansonitis being some of the recent
manifestations). I thought the use of
simple models of distance-decay, when
investigating stone artefact patterning in
the landscape, had gone out with the Ark
(and even that is back - see Plimer vs.
Roberts). But nunour has it that a =
v
simple version of the model is currently,
but unwillingly, being tested not a
thousand miles from here. What a waste
of time, and resources, and brainpower. I
refuse to expand, on the grounds of
disbelief, and terror of the consequences next they'll be saying archaeology is not a
science but a religion (but some people
already say that anyway, don't they?).

Hormones Our President, the currently
larger than life-sized Dr McDonald,
reports that her brain is turning to jelly,
positively correlating with the growth rate
of her forthcoming offspring. The other
day she got off a train at the wrong station,
and then wondered where she was!

.
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NEWS FROM THE LAND AND
ENVIRONMENT COURT OF NEW
SOUTH WALES
HISTOLLO PTY LIMITED
V
DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF NATIONAL
PARKS AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
The judgement from an historic court case
- in which archaeology played a leading
role has just been received. The full
transcript of the judgement can be found
at
http://artalpha.anu.edu.au~web/arc/news/o
nline-htm in the August edition of the
Newsletter. A summary of the judgement
- and the original background is given
here.

-

Background
This case was originally heard in 1994. It
represented
the
first
successful
prosecution under the National Parks and
Wildlife Act 1974 ss 5, 90 for the
deliberate 'damage, destruction or
defacement of a relic'. The land in
question had been purchased by the
defendant with a Conservation Agreement
attached to it.
The Conservation
Agreement covered a large part of the
property with the condition that no
development of the land was allowed here
'- to ensure the ongoing protection of the
known archaeological resource and site of
Aboriginal significance in this area. On
three separate occasions NPWS officers
entered the property and observed damage
being or having been done by the property
owner.
The property is located on the
Cumberland Plain in western Sydney and
covers approximately 1OOha.
It
encompasses a portion of the Plurnpton
Ridge which is a well known outcrop of
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the St Mary's Formation silcrete - which
the Aborigmes of the region used to make
stone tools.
An archaeological
investigation of the subject land was
undertaken in 1985186 in relation to a
proposal by the Waste Disposal Authority
to install a waste depot in this location
(McDonald 1986).
The original work on the subject land
included the detailed surface recording of
two large areas (10m X 5m and 5m X 5m),
representative of the surface evidence
where there was relatively good visibility
plus the excavation of five small (50cm X
50cm) test pits off the main ridge and
where no material was visible on the
surface. More than 4,500 artefacts were
recorded from the surface areas and more
than 3,700 retrieved from the five test pits.
The vast majority (99%) of the material
recordedretrieved was debitage and of
thls almost 90% was described as
amorphous block fracturelflaked pieces 'block fractured fragments and chunks of
material which are considered to have
been part of the knapping process but
which do not have sufficient diagnostic
features to be classified
flakes'
(McDonald 1986: glossary).
The conclusion reached about the site at
this time was that 'whle the ridge area
functioned mainly as a source of raw
material i.e. as a quarry, that other
activities were also taking place here. The
artefacts collected from [the banks of
Eastern Creek] are indicative of another
type of site. ... the creek banks were
probably used as camp sites.' (McDonald
1986: 102)
The excavated material was subsequently
lodged with the Australian Museum.
The result of this case (reported at (1995)
88 LGERA 214) was that the defendant
(Histollo Pty Ltd) was found guilty of

8
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knowingly destroying Aboriginal relics.
He was fined a total of $45,000 plus costs.
This was the maximum fine allowable for
the three counts of damage.

In December 1997, Histollo appealed to
the Court of Appeal on the grounds that
there was some doubt as to whether relics
had been destroyed. This was on the basis
of an affidavit signed by Neville Baker
which in part stated that 'those pieces
excavated from the test pits identified as
artefacts are not Aboriginal artefacts but
naturally occurring silcrete gravels.'
(Baker 1996: 6 )
The hearing was held between 26 May
and 6 June 1997. Archaeologists for the
Appellant ~ s t o l l o were
)
Messrs Neville
Baker and a m Akerman. Archaeologists
for the Respondent (NPWS) were Drs Jo
McDonald, Peter Hiscock and Dan Witter.
The case was heard by the Land
Environment Court's Chief Justice Marla
Pearlman J. Her decision was handed
down on 15 August 1997. What follows is
a summary of her judgement.
The majority of the hearing of the
remitted issues in this Court was taken up
by the hearing of expert evidence from
five archaeologists each of whom has
inspected the assemblage and the site and
formed an opinion as to whether there
were Aboriginal artefacts in the
assemblage and on the site.
Mr Baker
M . Baker revised his initial opinion by the
time thls matter was heard in this Court.
He wrote a report for the purpose of the
trial and gave oral evidence. In summary,
his final position was as follows:
*

he does not Qspute that Aboriginal
artefacts are present on the site, or that

the assemblage contains
Aboriginal artefacts; but

some

he is strongly of the opinion that the
assemblage does not support a
conclusion that the site was an
Aboriginal quarry;
he considers that some of the flaked
fragments in the assemblage have
more likely been derived from the
impact of farming machinery than
from silcrete fracture by Aboriginal
people; and
he expressed doubt about the criteria
used by the other archaeologists to
determine whch rocks were artefacts
and which rocks were naturally
occurring silcrete fragments.

Dr McDonald
As a consequence of Mr Baker's claim, Dr
McDonald returned to the Australian
Museum early in 1997 and re-examined
the assemblage. Amongst this assemblage
she documented a number of Aboriginal
artefacts, i.e. having the relevant
&agnostic features, to indicate that human
beings have been involved in their
production.
In gwing oral evidence, Dr McDonald did
not resile from her original opinion that
there were in 1986 Aboriginal artefacts on
the surface and sub-surface of the site.
While she was now prepared, as a result of
ten years additional experience, to be
more cautious about the determination of
what material was artefactual and what
was not, she did not consider that the
material on the site was a consequence of
the impact of farm machinery, nor was she
in any doubt that the site had been used by
Aborigines for the production of stone
tools.

9
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Dr Witter

Dr Hiscock

Dr Witter examined a proportion of the
material in the assemblage in the
Australian Museum and considered the
reports of Mr Baker, Dr McDonald and Dr
Hiscock. During cross-examination, Dr
Witter referred to three hypotheses
concerning the site, and in re-examination
he explained that reference as follows:

Dr Hiscock examined the assemblage in
the Australian Museum, and furnished a
report on that examination for the purpose
of these proceedings. He also visited the
site in the company of Dr McDonald, and
b s h e d a further report of that
inspection.

One hypothesis is that - almost (all) of the
fractured stone on that site has not been
the product of Aboriginal activities, but
there are a few artefactual items which
comprise what's usually called the
background scatter.
Another hypothesis is that that landscape
feature is a quany, and that as a result of
intensive material extraction on that
quarry it is a landscape covered with
fragments produced by Aboriginal people.
The third hypothesis is that that ridge
actually was a focus for a variety of
activities which create a lot of debitage,
that is, a by-product of flake scattering
around on the surface, assorted tool types
and so on on the ground.
The hypothesis that the artefact looking
material is not Aboriginal I think is in
trouble because of the fact that these
things do occur at a depth. So we're left
with the hypothesis which falls more
under Hiscock and McDonald's material
which is that there are a variety of
artefacts there but not necessarily in the
context of a quany. And I would say at
present that seems to be the hypothesis
that looks the most probable, if not
definite.

HIS conclusion as to the artefactual
material contained in the assemblage may
be summarised as follows: definite
artefacts were present in the material
excavated from the three test pits he
examined.
As to his inspection of the site, Dr
H~scockmade two statements. First, in the
sample areas which he inspected, he
observed undeniable stone artefacts
created by knapping. Secondly, he
concluded that it is extremely likely that
some, if not all, the artefacts at the site
were made by Aborigines, and it is highly
improbable that the definite stone
artefacts can be explained in any other
fashion.
In hls oral evidence, Dr Hiscock stated
that he considered it impossible that the
stone artefacts that he had observed had
been made by farming implements. He
said that he agreed substantially with Dr
McDonald's re-examination of the
assemblage, and that, whilst Mr Baker
was right to be sceptical about dubious
items, Mr Baker incorrectly failed to
identify stone artefacts comprised in the
assemblage.

Mr Akerman
Mr Akerman made what he termed a
"cursory" examination of some of the
material in the assemblage at the
Australian Museum. He found no obvious
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artefactual material in the material which
he saw, and he disagreed with Dr Witter's
conclusion that the site could be
considered as a quarry.

appellant did not simply cause damage to
naturally occuning rock or gavel but
caused damage to relics namely,
Aboriginal artefacts.

In giving oral evidence, Mr Akerman
accepted that there were Aboriginal
artefacts in the assemblage, and he
confirmed that he had seen Aboriginal
artefacts upon the site.

There was some doubt amongst the
archaeologsts as to whether the site can
properly be categorised as a prehistoric
Aboriginal quarry. But that is not in issue
in these proceedings. It was explicitly
rejected by Bignold J as forming the basis
for the convictions of the appellant, (see
pp 242-3) and it is irrelevant to the first
issue which the Court is now required to
determine.

The first issue - whether the items
damaged were "relics"
Section 5 of the National Parks and
Wildlife Act defines "relic" as follows:
"relic means any deposit, object or
material evidence (not being a handicraft
made for sale) relating to indigenous and
non-European habitation of the area that
comprises New South Wales, being
habitation both prior to and concurrent
with the occupation of that area by
persons of European extraction, and
includes Aboriginal remains."
All the archaeological experts, whether
called for the appellant or for the
respondent, agreed on two matters: the
assemblage contains Aboriginal artefacts;
and there are at the present time
Aboriginal artefacts on the surface of the
site.
The evidence establishes that there were
Aborigmal artefacts upon the site, because
the assemblage, which contains material
collected from the site before the offences
had been committed, contains Aboriginal
artefacts, and, despite the damage found
to have been inflicted on the site by the
appellant, Aboriginal artefacts remain on
the surface of the site. I am satisfied
beyond reasonable doubt that the

In accordance with the foregoing, I
determine the first issue by finding that
the damage caused or permitted by the
appellant was damage to relics as
charged.

Determinations and directions
In accordance with the remitter under S
12(2) of the Criminal Appeal Act 1912, I
make
the
fol1ovr;ing
formal
determinations: The damage caused or
permitted by the appellant was damage to
relics as charged; Assuming the appellant
caused or permitted damage to relics, the
appellant did so knowingly; and The
penalties imposed on the convictions were
appropriate.
Baker, N. 1996 Affidavit filed for Histollo
Pty Ltd in the supreme Court of
NSW in the Court of Criminal
Appeal. File No. 60042 or 1996.
1986
Preliminary
McDonald, J.J.
archaeological reconnaissance of
the proposed Schofields Regional
Depot, Plmpton, NSW. Report to
MWDA.
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Perceptions of the
archaeological record
(The following note on the ethics of
reassessing Aboriginal site 'registers was
submitted by h m e s Knight of South Australia)

How we construct our view of the
archaeological record and of the world,
impacts significantly on our methodologes,
methods and the structure of the knowledge
(epistemology) we produce.

11
and practices are therefore a relevant factor in
the creation and distribution of the
archaeological record. Archaeological debris
does not exist in a cultural vacuum (See also
Davidson 1991: 254ff).
The cultural landscape significantly influences
where and when the archaeological record is
created. One can read a landscape if one
knows the cultural rules; many Aborignal
people still know these rules.

An Aborigmal person understands the physical
landscape by means of a series of cultural
messages. The travels of Dreaming ancestors
create a pattern of friendships and enmities, as
well as gving ceremony, law and social
There is a cline of perceptions of the relationshps to humans. Things discarded
archaeological record in Australia.
The during &S process leave traces which can be
dominant perception derives from English found and pieced together to tell stories. As
archaeological theory and posits that each flaked stone artefact is made, retouched
archaeoloa is a science which can be carried or resharpened, debitage, retouch chips and
out without any other input. The increasingly finally the retouched stone itself, leave
popular view, which has arisen within physical evidence whch can be read as an
consulting archaeology in Australia is less archaeological text.
dogmatic, more understanding of Aboriginal
perceptions, and embraces both ethnography On a grosser scale, the pattern of site locations
and types can be also read as a text. A major
and oral information.
source of information about archaeological
Archaeological sites are the physical traces patterns are the site registers maintained by
(fossils) of past human action. Humans each state and territory. These site registers
frequent a place because there are statements are not perfect data sets, but they do record
within their culture about how and where they patterns. The recognition and analysis of
play out their lives. In other words, the patterns are at the heart of Cultural Heritage
archaeological record is laid down within the Management. We advise our stakeholders and
bounds of the cultural 'Laws' of the people. clients, based on our knowledge of these
Areas which are used more, accumulate more patterns, what they might encounter on their
archaeology, and are likely to more socially land.
significant.
Neither should 'white' archaeologists operate
Ours is not the only view of the past. As in a self-imposed vacuum. We now have a
archaeologsts, professionals who work with constituency which regards our activities as
the past, we have a responsibility to not intrusions which require prior justification,
dispossess others of their past, neither by approval and appropriate behaviour.
appropriating it nor by defining it as
unimportant. Many archaeological sites exist A reassessment of an entire register is a very
because Dreaming ancestors created that place large task. No only do we need to reassess the
to camp on. Science may see Dreaming archaeology on the ground, but we need to be
ancestors as a social construct, but the people cognisant of any Aboriginal sipficance
who camped there did so because of cultural assigned to the place. Tlus latter task is the
beliefs and practices. These cultural beliefs most fraught with difficulty since the

12
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knowledge may be widely scattered, may be
secret and may not be offered to a consultant
who is new to the area and its people.
Reassessment of a site register is framed by the
perceptions of those who construct the frame.
A re-assessment from a purely archaeological
point of view, without paid Aboriginal field
involvement, risks ethical and theoretical
flaws.
The archaeological Aboriginal Heritage can be
identified by any trained person, but the nonphysical or 'religious' Aboriginal Heritage can
only be known by selected members of
Aboriginal groups. The knowledge will be
distributed unevenly, with certain individuals
having more knowledge than others (Hemming
1996).
Aboriginal people have traditionally been
excluded from archaeological knowledge
production.
This is now changing as
Aboriginal people ask archaeologuts to
document a site whose function is known to
the people, but, as with Kumarangk, the
'white' system requires the information in a
'whte' format. Aboriginal knowledge is
considered to be invalid unless it is in a 'white'
paper format (see Nicholls 1996).
So
archaeologists are recruited to create that
documentation.
As a consequence of this sort of fieldwork,
many of us have found that the Aboriginal
interpretation of archaeological sites is not
only fuller and more comprehensive than the
'archaeological' interpretation, but also that
archaeological sites have a current and
important place in contemporary Aborigmal
identity and spirituality.
We have found that our work for Aboriginal
communities not only encompasses recording
known sites, but also that we are part of a
process where Aboriginal people and
communities, who were dispossessed in the
past, are now re- engage or re-connect with
places. That is, the people know that these
places exist, but have not been able to visit
them for years, or even generations. These

places can be, and are, re-incorporated within
the Aboriginal knowledge system by using the
accepted rules of understanding 'Aboriginal
knowledges7.
An archaeological site is a living thmg to the
local Traditional owners.
While the
destruction of an 'archaeological site' might
distress an archaeologst, the same event may
actually cause the death of the Aboriginal
custodian. Of the stakeholders in Aboriginal
Heritage, Aboriginal people are the most
closely connected and are the group most
likely to get hurt if things go wrong. This is, in
my opinion, the basis of our society's decision
to transfer control of Aboriginal Archaeology
from Archaeologists to Aboriginal people.

The creation of knowledge from a place needs
to be negotiated with the people most directly
concerned with that place. It is no coincidence
that Aboriginal heritage groups and
archaeological professional organisations have
formulated ethical criteria for research which
includes open and on-going negotiation (KTCL
1994, AAA 1995, AACA ND, TALC 1996).
A proposal to re-assess a site register without
paid Aborigmal involvement in the fieldwork
has the effect of privileging Archaeological
knowledge and dis-empowering Aboriginal
knowledges and people.
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STANDIB~Go n t h e 20m-high
bank at the mouth of t h e
crocodileinfested Fitzmaurice
River is a signpost to a possibly
unknown visitor to Australia's
r e m o t e n o r t h e r n coastline.
This bottleshaped boab tree
a n d t h e carved signature dated
1814 is p a r t of an enigmatic
history that, according t o academic Darrell Lewis, telk of
Aboriginal culture, early Europ e a n exploration, hard cattlemen,
drovers,
outlaws,
mounted police expeditions a n d
the defenders of o u r n o r t h e m
coastline during World War IL
If authenticated t h e boab,
600from Darwin near t h e
Northern
Territory-Westem
Australian border, could b e t h e
oldest European-marked tree
in t h e nation, surpassing a
documented boab in the Kimberley region marked 1819.
A n archaeologist turned historian, Mr Lewis has recorded
m o r e t h a n 100 carvings o n boab
trees in t h e Victoria River
region. This one, o n an A d a n s e
nia gregorii tree, is marked 1814
a n d has a n a m e carved,the last
letter of which has been
obscured b y the years.
M r Lewis believes a search of
shipping records of. the. Dutch
E a s t Xhdies .Trading Company.
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Aborigines plead
Dreamtime link
at overseas forum
By MURRAY HOGARTH
Environment Writer

Some of the world's oldest rock
paintings are the proof of an
Aboriginal tribe's claim to native
title over much of the Kimberley in
Western Australia, an international
forum in Paris will be told today.
The rock art includes the mysterious paintings known as the Bradsham - beautiful human figures
which several days ago were confirmed in the scientific journal N a m
as bekg at least 17,000 years old
Historic trek
Ngarinyin elders Mr Paddy Wamrna, Mr Paddy
Bgfthe Bradshaws - fmt reported Neowarra and Mr David Mowaljarlai.
Photograph by RICK STWENS
to .the outside world by the explorer
Joseph Bradshaw in the 1890s - are ~owaljarlai fears' that his mbe's two to be recognised . . . We are
saying we do not want one on top
at the centre of a dispute over whether culture may soon be lost forever.
"Once we old fellas die, with our and one underneath- We are saying
they are Australian Aboriginal art or
the work of some mystery race, as one history and stories, and we are that we want them to be equal"
buried with it, well, it will be
Twelve huge pastoral leases now
expert has proposed
Traditional law-keepers from the burning, burning for the rest of time cover the Ngarinyin former temtory.
Their land claim campaign has been
Ngarinyin people are now staking and no-one will ever know of it," he
their claim to an incredible array of said. "We hope for something good running for decades. The people's legal
efforts followed the Mabo case to the
ancient art at the Paris forum, which to happen. Maybe, maybe not."
has been convened by the United
The ~ ~ a r i n y i delegation
n
to High Court before being diverted to
Nations Educational, Scientific and UNESCO passed through Sydney the National Native T i e Tribunal
late last week. Apart from the forum after the historic Mabo judgment
Cultural Organisation.
"If we do not get the country, that
UNESCO controls the World hearing, a film and photographic
Heritage listing process that covers a exhibition describing the Ngarinyin is the end of our story," Mr
number of prime rock art regions connection with the paintings and Mowaljarlai said
their system of law will be on public
around the world.
A .UNESCO briefmg note refers to
Mr David Mowaljarlai, one of display at France's Museum d'His- development threats to former Ngarinyin
lands. Mining companies and
three elders now in Paris, told the toire Naturelle for two months.
Herald they were seeking interna"There are two laws," Mr Mowal- tourism agencies, supported by the
tional support after being ignored in jarlai said: "Our covenant and white West Australian Government, had
Australia Aged in his late sixties, Mr man's covenant, and we want these begun exploiting the area, it warns.
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Hot debate over
burnt e g g shell
By LaGH DAYTON
Science Writer, in Perth

Afragment of egg she&from an
zxtinct emu-like bir& flicked
into a campfire 42@0 years
ago, is the frst "convincing"
~videncethat people played a
role in the demise of Australia's
Bant animals, a United States
researcher says.
The claim, by Dr Gifford
Miller of the University of
Colorado at Boulder, is about
to inflame an already heated
debate about whether early
humans hunted the continent's
giant marsupials, reptiles and
birds to extinction, or whether
they succumbed to climate
change 20,000 to 40,000 years
ago.
"It wasn't over-hunting so
much as ecosystem change," Dr
MiUer said yesterday at the
Conference on Australasian
Vertebrate Evolution, Palaeontology and Systematics, m
Perth.
.
He claimed that "human
immigrants: caused a shift in
the vegetanon which, in turn,
affected the megafauna, especially planteaters like the
2,000-kilogram diprotodon.
Hunting may then have pushed
highly vulnerable species to
oblivion, he suggested
Until Dr Miller's discovery,

the only evidence that humans
hunted the.: megafauga. W&
confined, to . stone tools and
megafauixa bones u i e e e d at
Cuddie Fprings, near Brewarrina, in north western NSW.
However, the tools and
bones, excavated by Dr Judith
Field of Sydney University and.
Dr Richard Fullagar of the
Australian Museum, were
found in a depression, leading
some experts to question
whether they were truly associated or simply washed together.
In contrast, Dr Miller
claimed that."human. activityn
was the only explanation for
the parCially burnt chip and
other unusually shaped fragments of giant Mihirung (Genyomis newton4 egg shell found
at Wood Point, near Port Pirie
in South Australia
The artifact-strewnlayer was
dated to about 35,000 years
ago. According to Dr - Ti
Flannery. of' the Australian
Museum, Dr Miller has found
compelling. evidence of a
human-megafauna link.
Archaeologist Dr Mike
Smith, of the Australian
National University, confmed
that the egg shells were part of
an Aboriginal occupation site
containing.hearth stones, charcoal and broken tools.
,

By JAMlE WALKER
and KAREN GRAYDON
I T is the discovery of a life
time. Deep in the jungles of
Aru, one of the famed Spice
Uands, three archaeologists
take a deadly gamble to
uncover the trail of the first
Australians.
The youngest of them, Peter
Veth, of Townsville's James
Cook University, barely notices
the swarming mosquitoes. He
has taken precautions. But
they are not enough
Within days, Dr Veth will be
struck down by cerebral
malaria - the deadliest, drugresistant form of the disease and his companions will be
down to their last option
They have given him everything they have in their medicine chest: chloroquine, doxycycline and Maloprim. Now the
only hope is Lariam, a drug
they havebeen told to use as a
last resort.
The nearest hospital is a
distant fiveday trek through
near-impenetrable rainforest
and no one in the party has

medical -g.
The one certainty is that Dr
Veth will die unless his raging
fever can be broken
Matthew Spriggs, of the
Australian National University,
takes a deep breath and gives
him the tablets. No effect. He
tries again three hours later
and Dr Veth's eyes flicker open
He has survived.
Others have not been so
lucky. Indonesia's exotic eastc
em provinces hold a fatal
attraction for scientists.
A Japanese anthropologist,
Tom Goh, died of cerebral
malaria on an ANU expedition
nine years ago to Sumba, west
of Timor, and Dr Veth's ordeal
last October was merely the
latest in a long line of close c a l k
The danger has forced the
ANU to impose strict health
protocols on expeditions, but it
won't stop Dr Veth from
returning to Aru Bland in three
months to continue excavation
of what promises to be a landmark find;:
results make it worthwhile-provided you mnget out
of there rea,ver, which I was
ableto da*hesald yesterday.
Professor Spriggs sags cerebraLebraLi
malarfa is an occupatrof working in
t.-,
a,e- ,$ ~ r ._ e m o ~ ~ ~
ing:ths
i~s
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Scientistson deadly evolution trail

From Page 1
were yet to be determined, but
it was possible they could rival
Molucca. Sea between Indonethe oldest reliably dated sites of
sia's northeastern M&luku
human habitation in this counProvince and the Philippine
try, which are up to 60,000 years
island of'Mindanao..
old.
'There's nothing you can
"They are like cathedrals ...
reallydo to stop getting malaria
just jammed-pack full of.
...I think the chances of being
material" Dr Veth said yesinfected are really quite high
terday.
when you go into these places,"
"None of us have seen anyProfessor Spriggs told The
thing like this- either h the
Weekend Australian.
Pacific or Australia"
When Dr Veth.38; .ventures
Once again, he will take the
back t
oAm,heyill befollowing
in the famous footsteps of Lord
standard precautions against
malaria knowing full well these
Alfred Wallace, the British
naturalist who independently
are no protection against the
bu& concurrent4 reached the ralian wildlife: wallabies, c a s e
The vast limestone caverns killer mosquitoes of Ant
Is the kisk worth it? "Defisame explanation for e a m n . , waries and dingoes Until 7000.. discovered by Dr Vet&
as Charles DdidY
:orso years ago, Aru Island was ~fessor Spriggs and Susan nitely," D r Veth- says "These
Wallacealso hadhealth pro& - an- outcrop of A m h e n rand, O'Connor, also of ANU,contain sites are just phenomenaln
lems o n Aru.Island:and one of onlyln be cut off by nisingseati-'a treasure trove of artefacts
Sti4 he.does not takk;Ughtly
Dr Veth's mostvivid memories- It would have bmglsmding They are a timeline of human the prospect of. being struck
is reading Wallace's diaries as -point 'for Australia's first evolution, tradng the develop down again by -.the malarial fever set in,
human colon&ers from what is merit of t h e first " ~ n ~ t o m i c a l l s Dr Veth concedes he was
He recognised: Wallace's . now ,.South-East Asfa - t h e modern" Australians.
luThe question is: will his
description of..uniquely:.Ausb "''fokeb,ksof.:the'
~borigin+i+..'~
..' . Dr Veth s
aid 'tabsolute dates" luck
. hold?
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Blow-ins ruled out
as the creators of
ancient rock art

By LElGH DAYTON
Science Writer

Evidence is mounting that the
mysterious and beautiful Bradshaw rock paintings of the
Kimberley in Western Australia were indeed created by
Australian Aborigines, not
blow-ins from overseas, as some
experts argue.
A new statistical analysis of
2f 30 rock a r t images from 60
sites around the world, including Australia. undermines the

painted by Australian artists
thousands of years ago.
According to University of
Sydney prehistory student Mr
Michael Barry, who conducted
the investigation for his honours
degree in archaeology, the
results provide "robust" evidence that the Bradshaws were
most like the dynamic paintings
of Arnhem Land, and nothing
at all like paintings from Asia,
Africa, Europe and the Middle
East.
Dr Paul Taqon, a leading
rock a r t exDert with the Australian ~ u s e u hsaid
, the study was
"fantastic" because it provided
the first statistical evidence
about the origin of the Bradshaw artists, whose work was
brought to European notice in
the 1890s by explorer Joseph
Bradshaw.
"It fits in with all of our
knowledge about north Australian rock art, in particular that
of Arnhem Land and the
Kimberley," Dr Tagon said.
The results come on the heels
of work reported in the journal
Nature this month by Australian scientists that the paintings
were a minimum of 17,000 years
old. Other experts claim the art
work is no older than 5,000 to
6,000 years.
As well, the findings highlight
a native title claim over much of
the Kimberley by Ngarinyin
people, who say they are the
cultural descendants of the
Bradshaw painters.
And in a twist typical of the

extraordinary Bradshaw saga,
Mr Barry's results put him at
odds scientifically with Mr
Grahame Walsh, the man who
inspired him to take up prehistory.
M r Barry, a 63-year-old
retired land surveyor, said he
became "fascinated" by rock
a r t when he first saw Mr
Walsh's 1994 book Bradshaws:
Ancient Rock Paintings of
North-West Australia ,
"They were just so beautiful," M r Barry said.
Through the book, M r
Walsh, a self-taught Queensland rock a r t consultant,
brought the hypothesis of alien
origins- to public attention and
triggered a hot. international
debate,' raging from the-Kim. berley to Paris.
GOOD WEEKEND: The &at
outbaclc; whodunnit
' . .:
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.. .
. .
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of our women convicts
UNEARTHED

HE family owning the site ofthe
old female convict fadorv in South Hobart
has
cimmissioned
an
archaelogist to work there.
Consultant archacolo~$st
Cathie Searle is excavating
test trenches within the Cascade Female Factory. said by
l d s to have buried underground cclls.
She's been commissioned by
the Camcs family. which
10
takes
its responsibilities
seriously a s owner of an important historical site. The
family busincss. Island Pm
duce Confectioncry, hand
makes fudges. trumes and
sauces in the priratcly-owned imatc children. Some were
part of the Cascade Female conceir-?d during the sixFactory
a contrast to the month passage from England.
fare of its former inhabitants. but many more werc the incviManaging director Michacl table product of a convict
Cnrnes rescued one of the colony
consisting
oridnal. giant, sandstone predominantly of men.
laundry tubs a t which the
James
Gcnrpc.
in
an
unpubconvict women n.orked and
lished account of 15 years in
madc it the centrcpiccc of n Van
Dicman's
land,
tells
of
watcr fmture in his wellwomen from Millbrook
d c s i ~ c dgarden planted be- young
Penitentiary
sent
out
to
the
trvnn the very modem confectionery factory and the old colony by benevolent ladies,
who had supposed$ 'recnnvict hctory wall.
claimed* them. Alas, "their
Island Produce run daily conduct
board was to the
(Monday to Friday 10.30nm) cnntrary"onwrote
Gcorgc. who
tnurs of thc Gowrnmrnl- came out a s a 10-year-old with
owncd p a r k of the female his ex-army, overscer-to-be
factnry, the Island Pmducc father and stepmother on the
part. the gardens and the same ship.
confectionery faclory.
The Twelve Apostles, as the
Crowing intcrcst in female
convicL~ and fcmale conrid women a c r e nicknamed on
the
good ship Jupiter, spent
siks
is
rcneclrd
in
archaeological work taking the voyage in drunken dehauchery
with the sailors.
place a t the fcmale factories
The graphic description of A r c h a e o l o g i s t C a t h i e S e a r l e w i t h an i n t e r e s t i n g p i e c e
around Tasmania.
of g l a s s f o u n d at t h e dig.
dismnharkslion
.. convict
. . ~
. ~
Amcrican
archamlogist - . ..... ........ .. of
Elcanor Casclla, who madc a womcn a t Sydncy Cove in
preliminary cxcnvetion a t Robcrt Hughes' The F a i d the bedfellows of assigned in the colony, womcn awaiting
assignmmt and women abnut
% a s Female Factory last. Shore leaves little to the im- convict men.
year. has returncd for rxtrn- agination. Sailors were given
Unassigned women wcre togive birth or nursing bahics.
a
n
extra
ration
of
rum
"to
As punishment for t h r
sire cxcavalinns thcrc until
abandoned to earn a living a s
make merry with, upon the pest they could a s prostitutes crime of becoming pregnant,
the first w n k of March.
Hobart
Town.
At women were separated from
And next month, .Professor women . ..'. Before long the In
Campbell MacKnight, of the drunken tars went off to join Georgetown they openly co- their babies six months after
northern campus. University the convicts in pursuit of the habitcd with men in the work birth and given six months'
hard labour.
of Tasmania. and historian women "... intent on raping gangs.
A small female factory was
The pmper treatment of
Diane Phillips. will excavate a them.
'As the couples rutted be- convict women in a convict added to Hobart Town$ gaol
section of the foundntions of
tween the rocks. guts burning society. where womcn were in 1821 and a two-storey
the Gcorgctown factory.
This was a two-storey brick from the harsh Brazilian outnumbered by men 10 to house was used a s the factory
house close to where Govern- arguardiente, thcir clothes one, and provision of care for a t Georgetown in 1822. I t
ment House was in Cimitiere slimy with red clay, the sexual the large number of illegit- wasn't long before neglect,
St. Originally built for the history of colonial Australia imate children, were problems complacency and government
first p a m n in the North, the may fairly be said to have too dificult for the authorities bungling led to the death of
and so were largely ignored hundreds of convict women's
Reverend Mr Youd, i t was begun.'
children.
On a m v a l in Van Dicman's for 20 years.
taken over by thc Convict
By 1827, conditions in
It was not until the first
Department in 1822. The site L m d in the early y e a n of the
colony,
most
convict
women
has not b n n rcdc\.eloocd
female houses of correction, or Hobart Town Female Factorv
wcre assigned a s servants in female factories as they wcre had become so appallin& due
since demolition of the h&e.
The fcmale fadories of VDL the houses of government ofi- commonly called because the to overcrowding a s the numwomen h a d to 'earn their ber of convicts in the colony
wcre early 1820s institutions. ccrs and free settlers.
Earlier, them was no proper
While marriage was of- keep" making clothes and increased, that the governcontrol over the treatment of ficially encouraged a s a means blankets, were built that any ment was obliged t o takc
womcn prisoners. Convict of getting the women perma- serious attempt was made to action.
Unable to afford a new
womcn werc rnutinely sub- ncntly off the government provide for pregnant convict
huildine. i t boucht Locves'
jected to sexual harassment, stores. concubinage u.asn't women a n d thcir children.
~ ; s t ~ ~ ~ b;dt
e r y , rn 1824
discouraged. Thus many asrape and prostitution.
Inmates of the factories RNot surprisingly. many signed women became the were women imprisoned far a t the Cascades. Hobart Town
womcn gavc birth tn illcg~t- mistresses of thcir masters or criminal offences mmmilted Rivulet. and converted it to a

relatively new Female Hiring
Depot. Brickfields. North
Hobart.
At Brickfields. infant mortality fell substantially, but in
1851 thc Convict Department,
in its wisdom, moved the
nursery back to a new wing a t
the Cascades Female Factory.
So many babies died within
the first month t h a t the nursery was hastily returned to
Brickficlds.
The authorities, unable to
recognise the hopelessness of
persisting with the unhealthy
Cascade Fcmale Factory. returned the nursery there in
18-54 Predictably, infant mortality soared and again the
nursery
returned
to
Brickficlds
The exact location of the
femalc factory complete with infamous Dynnyrne Nursery.
hospital and nurses.
which long remained a mysBut the had site. sunless tery, has now hrcn found.
under thc shadow of the
In 1994, ucll-known historimounlain. rising damp in the cal consultant. Tony Rayner.
buildings, inadcquatc sewage wrote a report
on 38
pulluted
water McFarlane St. South Hobart.
disposal,
supply. overcrowding, inad- which revealed that Dynnyrne
equate diet and enforced early House, t h a t onrc stood there,
weaning, combined to make i t was one and the same a s
a death trap for infants.
Dynnyrnc Nurscry
Northern
womcn were
The two-storey sandstone
luckier. A much better, house was the residence of
purpose-built factory was Thomas Midwood. who built
built in Launccston to which it. the sandstone Sorrel (Rum)
the inmates from the dilapi- Distillery - the first in Van
dated Grorcctown faclnry. Dicmnn's Lnnd. in 1822.
which had drgcncralcd tn
Stnno was quarried nearby
little better than a brothel. a t Pmtnr's Quarry, now in
were transfcrrcd in 1834.
thc Iinhnrt Rivulet Linear
As Van Dicman's Land Park.
evolved from iL= almost exIn 1830, a new owner,
clusivels convict origins. a s Robcrt Murray. renovated the
more free settlers :rrrived, into house. renaming i t Dynnyrne
a more civilised society, public House and t.hc business Dynnconccrn grew a h u t thc trcat- yrnc Distillery.
mcnt of convict children and
Mrlrray sold to William
the high mortality rate.
McRnhic - hrncc McRnbie's
In 1838, wnnlcn and chil- Road and McRohie's Gully dren m d c r two ycnrs of age
in 1840. Fmm 1842 to
t h w c ovcr two ycnrs wcre sent 1850-51. McRnbic lrnscd the
to Lho Quncn's Orphan place to the government when
Schnnls. New Town - were it was known a s Dynnyrne
movcd from Cascades to a Nurscry.
rented housc in Livrrpool St.
Subscguently, the distillery
By 1842. cnnditions a t was
used fnr a piwcry (1858).
Liverpool SLrcct Nursery had may
been a brewery
deteriorated to such an extent (1873).have
was a Lmncry from
that another public scandal (1878). and
a shell necklace
led to the renting of n larger and
ornament
factory
property. h n n y r n c House. (1907-23).
renamed Dynnyrnc Nursery.
In 1968. a new owner deNot surprisingly, since
Dynnyme Nursery v a s only molished the house, distillery.
400 mctrcs down rivulet from outbuildings and surrounding
thc Cascades Fem:rlc Factory, walls. Rayner was told that
this move failed to halt infant there were no hclow-ground
remains. but one authority
mortility.
belicvcs thc ccllars of DynnIn 1MG. the comptroller- yrnc Iluuse wcre filled with
general nfthc Convict Depart- rubble and buried beneath the
ment admittcd that I ~ n n y r n c existing bitumen surface of
Nursery was "ill calculated for the undeveloped p a r t of the
the numbers now within its block. which is presently for
walls*. Thcre were M) womcn salc.
and 87 children!
Opening of the converted
road station a t Ross as a
female factory in 1848, tempoarily relieved the pressure.
but in 1849 the nursery was
movcd tn a srction of the

One in
convicts sent out from England were women.
JOHN THOMPSON reports on archaeological digs at the female
factories of Van Dieman's Land and the treatment of women
prisoners and their illegitimate children.
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CORRESPONDENCE
News from David Nutley on Maritime
Archaeology in NSW

The NSW Heritage Office moved from
Governor Macquarie Tower near Circular
Quay in Sydney to Signature Tower in
Wentworth Street Parramatta on 1 Sept.
Earlier this year, the Heritage Office
Maritime
Archaeologgy
Program
employed
consultant
Maritime
Archaeologists Cosmos Coroneos and
Vivian Moran to undertake further work
on the NSW Shipwreck database and the
Maritime Archaeology Photo Regster.
Cos has also been collating the results of
the 3 year community based Wreck
Survey Project which was run by the
Heritage Office. A number of the 15
reports have already been published in
national dive magazines. The combined
results will provide a permanent record of
the great work undertaken by many
reecreational divers during the course of
the project. A new project, called Wrecks
Alive' is currently being developed.
The Australian Institute for Maritime
Archaeology has been developing an
Australian version of the Nautical
Archaeologcal Society's diver Maritime
Archaeology training course. The
Australianisation of the course was
undertaken by Vivian Moran as a
consultancy to AIMA. The NAS course is
a well planned, well structured course that
will provide students with a formal
certification. Level 1 of the course is
expected to be run in a number of States
before the end of 1997. Level 1 does not
require diving skills. Level 2 will be
taught a later stage. This level involves
divimg but is limited to non-disturbance
survey work. The NAS training will
provide students with quality instruction

by qualified Maritime Archaeologists. The
course will not produce qualified
Maritime Archaeologists. The purpose of
the NAS course is to provide a broader
base of people with detailed knowledge of
the principles and ethics of Mantime
Archaeology and of the specific
management structures and legislative
requirements that operate in Australia. It
will significantly increase the skills and
understanding that participants have of
shipwrecks and management issues with
shipwreck sites.
AIMA believes that increasing the
knowledge and awareness of divers is one
of the best ways to increase support for
conservation and interpretation of
shipwrecks and other underwater cultural
heritage. Perhaps the course will also be
of interest to some land archaeologists.

The Wreck of the Hesperus
The breakers were right beneath her bows,
She drifted a dreary wreck,
And a whooping billow swept the crew

Like icicles fiom her deck.
She struck where the white and fleecy waves
Looked soft as carded wool,
But the cruel rocks, they gored her side

Like the horns of an angry bull.
Her rattling shrouds, all sheathed in ice,
With the masts went by the board;
Like a vessel of glass, she stove and sank,
Ho! Ho! the breakers roared!
Longfellow

(passed on by Cos)
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NOTES FROM THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY
New Members Welcome to new Associate members Nicolee Kennedy and Jenny Van
Proctor (NSW) and James Knight (SA). The Membershp Committee (who are coming to
the end of their present term in office - but see below) processed the latest application within
a month - well done!
New Application Package Anyone wanting copies of the application package, to hand out
to prospective members they may know or who are working for them, please contact me by
phone or fax on 02-9352-1470.
Upcoming AGM All positions become vacant this year, including the Membership
Committee. Although I am unable to stand again as Membership Secretary, having been in
the position for two terms, most members of the present assessment Committee are eligible
to re-nominate (names will be named and eligibility criteria outlined in the soon-to-be sent
out call for nominations). Nevertheless, one and maybe two extra members will be needed.
If you are interested call me or any other member of the NEC or Membership Committee for
details of what the job entails.
Tessa Corlull,
25 August, 1997

POSITION VACANT:
The position of Regional Manager, Cultural Heritage for the Department of Environment
in Cairns is vacant and has been advertised. The job entails designing, coordinating and
managing cultural heritage projects and programs and the management of both Aboriginal
and Tones Strait Islander and Non-Indigenous historic cultural heritage places.
This is an A06 position and the pay is $47,339-$50,652 p.a.
For further information call (07) 3227 7194 and quote position number ENl211197 for a
position description. The closing date for applications is 15 September.
Send applications to
The Vacancy Processing Officer

HRM Branch
PO Box 155
BRISBANE ALBERT STREET
QLD 4002

EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST
EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST ARE INVITED BY LEICHHARDT COUNCIL FOR A
CONSERVATION PROJECT AT CALLAN POINT, ROZELLE HOSPITAL GROUNDS
Leichhardt is a densely populated inner city Council area with part of its boundary
comprised of the shores of Sydney Harbour and the bays of lower Parrarnatta River. A
relatively long history of European settlement and development has menat that almost all of
the Municipality's original vegetation and much evidence of the Aboriginal history and use
of the land prior to, and during European settlement has been destroyed.
The grounds of Rozelle Hospital provide a welcome "green lung" in the inner city area.
Where part of the grounds adjoin the Iron Cove foreshore a hot spot of natural and cultural
resources has survived because the foreshore has not experienced the same intensity of
development as anywhere else. The area includes several Aboriginal middens, including one
midden regarded as being amongst the least disturbed along the whole of the Sydney
Harbour foreshore. The middens have been studied by, among others, Val Attenbrow of the
Australian Muse-m.
The natural and cultural significance of the locality is further enhanced by the fad that a
large number of very unusual rock engravings have been etched into the sandstone surfaces
at Callan Point. Many of these engravings have nautical themes (ships, compass roses,
sharks, globesj and the dates span several decades from the mid-nineteenth century to circa
1909. The history of the carvings remains something of a mystery, but it is quite possible that
all or almost all are the work of one person. They are unique, labour-intensive, crafted
works.
A significant development in the effort to conserve these valuable heritage assets was the

securing of a Coastcare Grant. This project has brought the parties with strong interest in the
site together (Rozelle Hospital Administration, Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council,
Leichhardt Municipal Council, Greening Australia, a local archaeologist, Callan Park
Bushcare Group and NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service). The bulk of the funding,
(approximately $20 900) has come from the Commonwealth Government's Coastcare
Programme, an initiative of the Commonwealth Coastal Policy, administered in NSW by the
Department of Land and Water Conservation.
The grant funding will enable:
Further assessment of the natural and cultural heritage resources
A plan of management to be developed for the site
Some protection work to be carried out
An information brochure to be produced.
A one year project will commence later this year, and the plan of management should ensure
that these increasingly valued heritage resources are protected appropriately into the next
century. Funds are only available for a few days work for an archaeologist, involving
Aboriginal midden and historic rock engraving assessment.
To add your name to the mailing list for the expressionsof interest document, contact:
David Eckstein
Callan Point Resource Management Group
c/- Leichhardt Municipal Council
PO Box 40
Leichhardt NSW 2040
Phone: (02)9367 9045

MARTIN DAVIES HISTORIC HERITAGE RESEARCH SCHOLARSHIP
In recognitionof the profound contribution made by Martin Davies to the conservation of the historic cultural
environment of Tasmania a research scholarship has been established to continue his work.
Martin Davies, who died on 24 November 1995 while working in Antarctica, led the fight to establish the conservation of
the Tasmanian cultural environment as a prionty for the government and the communcty.
Through his work, initially at Port Arthur and later with the Parks and Wildlife Service where he worked as senior historic
heritage officer, he brought both passion and rigour to saving, analysing, conserving and interpreting the heritage of
Tasmania.
He fought for the retention of significant buildings and their
adaptation for new uses and was committedto
understanding the past and communicating that for the
present and future.
Martin had the ability to enthuse people about the heritage
that surrounded them, communicating his knowledge
freely. He had a deep impact on all he met.
The scholarship will be available for post graduate
research to advance conservation in areas of expertise in
which Martinworked or had interest These indude:
analysis of building fabric or site remains
interpretationof buildings and sites for public access
study of particular aspects of Tasmaniancultural
history related to the built environment
0

study of convict sites

The Schola~ship
is available for work either in Tasmania
or elsewhere where it can be established that such
researchwill further the development of conservation in
Tasmania. Applicationswill be sought for the first
scholarship late in 1997 for work during 1998.
T~stees,representingthe National Trust, ICOMOS, the
Tasmanian Govemment and Martin's family have been appointed to administer the fund and The National Trust of
Australia (Tasmania) will operate the fund's accounts to which donations may be made.
Already, thanks to the generoscty of the Tasmanian Govemment and many private donors, the scholarship fund is half
way towards its target of $100,000.
The trustees encourage you to consider making a gift to the Martin Davies Historic Heritage Research Fund. Donations
are tax deductible. If you would like to make a donation to the scholarship please send it to :

The Martin Davies Historic Heritage Research Scholarship
PO Box 1 7 7 1
ROZELLE N S W 2 0 3 9
Please indude the following details:
Name; Address; Postcode; Phone No: business andfor home and amount of donation:
Please make cheques payable to the National T ~ soft Australia (Tasmania) Martin Davies Historic Heritage Research
Scholarship. A receipt will be issued by the National Tmst of Australia (Tas).
For further informationor Scholarship brochures please contact the Trustees at the above address.
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ASSOCIATE
LIST

MEMBERSHIP

This list contains entries for financial
associate members of the Association.
New members who have not yet supplied
an entry should contact Tessa Corkill as
soon as possible. Any member who does
not appear on this list, or whose entry is
not correct, should also contact Tessa, or
the Newsletter editors.
NEW SOUTH WALES

NAME:
ADDRESS:

CASEY Mary
420 Manickvllle Rd
MARRCKVILLE NSW 2204

PHONE:

(02) 9568 5375

AVAILABILITY:

Anywhere, anytlme.

EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Excavation and archamlog~cal
monitoring; survey for heritage studies; recordq standing
structures; conservationplans; recordmg cemetaries.

NAME:

COLLINS J a q

ADDRESS:

9 Unique Close
DUNBOGAN NSW 2443

PHONEIFAX:

(065) 599 138

AVAILABILITY:

NSW North Coast., anytime

EXPERENCEIINTEREST: Aboriginal prel~~.toric
site survey
and excavation.

NAME:

APPLETON John

NAME:

CORONEOS Cosmos

ADDRESS:

l 0 Roslyn Ave

ADDRESS:

46 Gale Rd

MAROUBRA NSW 2035

ARMIDALE NSW 2350
PHONE/FAX:

(067) 726 5 12

AVAILABILITI:

PHONEFAX:

(02) 9344 3 120

AVAILABILITY:

Anywhere

(ex-NSW min. 2 months)

EXPERlENCE/INTEREST:

EXPERIENCEANTEREST:
Maritime
(conmercial
divers quals.), historic
NAME:

BARTON Huw

ADDRESS:

POBox 129

NEUTRAL BAY NSW 2089
PHONEEAX:

(02) 9904 1776

AVAILABILITY:

NSW, anytime

EXPERIENCEANTEREST: Usewear, residue analysis. Stone
artefact analysis.

NAME:

CARNEY Martin

ADDRESS:

C/- 122C Percival Rd
STANMORE NSW 2048

PHONE:

(02) 99658 6093

MOBILE:

0414517255

AVAILABILITY:

NAME:

DONLON Demse

ADDRESS:

36 Alt St
BOND1 JUNCTION NSW 2022

PHONE:

(02) 9389 7397

FAX:

02 9387 8596

AVAILABILITY:

Australia, anytime (subject to
commitments)

EXPEFUENCEfINTEREST: Prehistoric site survey, recording,
excavation; identification and analysis of human skeletal
material; forensic archamlop.

NAME:

DOUGLAS PeM

ADDRESS:

6432 Percival Rd

EXPERIENCEINEREST:

STANMORE NSW 2048
PHONE-W:

(02) 9568 6701

PHONE-H:

(02) 9523 6402

MOBILE:

0411 264876
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NAME:

DREW Julie

NAME:

GARCING Stephanie

ADDRESS:

Woodlands, Joadja Rd

ADDRESS:

22 Don St

HIGH RANGE NSW 2575
PHONE:

015 928 984

FAX:

02 9388 7526

AVAILABILITY:

Anywhere, anytune.

EXPERJENCElNEREST: Prehistoric survey, recordmg, and
excavation; background research (prehistoric and historic); shell
analysis; rock art recordmg and management.

NAME:

EDGAR John

ADDRESS:

72 Caimes Rd

NEWTOWN NSW 2042
PHONE:

0295588318
029557 1689

FAX:

02 95588329

AVAILABILITY:

Anywhere, Anytime, esp. NSW

EXPERlENCE/INIEREST: Blood residue analysis.

NAME:

HOPE Jeannette

ADDRESS:

PO Box 144
WENTWORTH NSW 2648

GLENORIENSW 2157

PHONEEAX:

(03) 5027 3049

PHONEFAX:

(02) 9652 1470

EMAIL:

lakevic@walnet.net.au

AVAILABILITY:

NSW, Qld, Vic, anytime.

AVAILABILITY:

Anytime, prefer SE Aust. &

EXPERIENCE/INTEREST: Archaeological site survey and
excavation; statistical manipulation of data; stone tool analysis;
art recording.

Murray - Darling Basin
EXPERIENCE/INIEREST: Fauna1 analysis; environmental,
geomorphic and landscape analysis.

NAME:

EVERETT Claire

NAME:

IACONO Nadia

ADDRESS:

312A Johnston St

ADDRESS:

413 16 Edgecliff Rd

ANNANDALE NSW 2038

WOOLLHARA NSW 2025

PHONE-W:

99 884 422

PHONE-W:

(02) 93194811

PHONE-H:

(02) 569 8690

PHONE-H:

(02) 9328 2337

FAX:

99 884 441

AVAILABILITY:

Anywhere, Anytime
AVAILABILITY:

Subject to wmrnittments

EXPERTENCEANTEFEST: Analysis of intestinal
parasitic remains.

EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Historical archaeology,
archaeological slnvey and assessment, monitoring and
excavation, CRM, heritage studies, artefact recording and
analysis, archival research
NAME:

FLOREK Stan

ADDRESS:

5f7A Blakeford Avenue
ERMlNGTON NSW 2 115

PHONE:

(02) 9804 7503

FAX:

(02) 320 6307

AVAILABILITY:

Any time, w h e r e

EXPERIENCELNTEREST: Reduction analysis, scientific
illustiation, si'veyiiig a ~ caiopphy.
d

NAME:

KELLY Alewdra

ADDRESS:

50 Foucart St
ROZELLE NSW 2039

PHONE:

(02) 9810 4007

NAME:

KENNEDY Nica!ee

ADDRESS:

V103 Addison Road
MANLY NSW 2095

PHONE:

(02) 9976 0626

MOBILE:

0412094851

AVAILABILITY:

Anywhere, Anytime

EXPERIENCUINTEREST:
Starch
analysis, Lab techniques inc. microscopy

residue
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NAME:

LINDBERGH Jennifer

NAME:

RUIG Jill

ADDRESS:

23 Thomas St

ADDRESS:

30 Simpson Terrace
SINGLETON NSW 2330

CHIPPENDALE NSW 2008
PHONE:

(02) 9698 24 17

PHONEEAX:

AVAILABILITY:

Anytime, anywere

AVAILABILITY:

(065) 724 343
Anywhere @ref. Hunter V)
anytime with notice

EXPERIENCE/INTEREST: Historical mhaeology.

EXPERIENCE/INTEREST: Hunter valley historic research.
NAME:

LOWE Tony

ADDRESS:

420 MarricWe Rd

NAME:

SALE Katharine

MARRICKVILLE NSW 2204

ADDRESS:

12 Campbell Ave

PHONE:

(02) 9568 5375

AVAILABILITY:

Anjwhere, anytime.

EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: historic site excavation and
recordmg; historical research.

NAME:

MILLS Robynne

ADDRESS:

60 Watkin St
NEWTOWN NSW 2042

PHONE:

(02) 9517 1413

AVAILABILITY:

Any time, anywhere

EXPERIENCE/INTEREST: Shell analysis; stone
arrangements.

LEICHARDT NSW 2040
PHONE:

(02) 9585 6690

FAX:

0295856442

EMAIL.:

kathanne.sale@npws.nsw.gov.au

AVAILABILITY:

Not available

EXPERIENCERNTEREST: Prehistoric site s w e y , recordmg
and excavatiox, background research., rock art conservation and
visitor management; rock art recordmg; report production and
recommendations.

NAME:

SEFTON Caryll

ADDRESS:

12 Chenhall St
WOONONA NSW 25 17

NAME:

OAKLEY Bobbietje

ADDRESS:

9 1 Great Buckingham Rd
REDFERN NSW 2016

PHONEEAX:

(02) 93 19 2406

AVAILABILITY:

Anywhere, anytime.

EXPERIENCE/INTEREST: Prehistoric site s w e y , recordmg,
excavation; technological data and analysis; C M ,
management recommendations; report production.

PHONE:

(042) 84 2004

AVAILABILITY:

Illawarra and Sydney, anytime.

EXPERIENCE/INTEREST: Prehistoric site survey and
excavation;; mining subsidence; rock art, middens.

NAME:

SILCOX R a

ADDRESS:

26 Fawcett St
MAYFIELD NSW 2304

PHONEIFAX:

(049) 601 662
Anywhere, anytime.

NAME:

ROWNEY Martin

AVAILABILITY:

ADDRESS:

PO Box 232

EXPERIENCUINIEREST: Prehistoric site survey, recordq
and excavation

KINGS CROSS NSW 201 l
PHONE:

(02) 9357 1590

AVAILABILITY:

Any time, anywhere

EXPERIENCE/lNTEREST: Heat treatment and
palaeomagpetism.

NAME:

SNELGROVE Catherine

ADDRESS:

52 Albion St
ANNANDALE NSW 2038

PHONE:

(02) 9550 5896

AVAILABILITY:
EXPERIENCEANTEREST: Ceramic analysis.
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NAME:

SOLOMON Su

NAME:

THERIN Michael

ADDRESS:

10114Campbell St

ADDRESS:

1 1 Salisbury Road

WILLOUGHBY NSW 2068

CLOVELLY NSW 2031
PHONE:

(02)665 2961

PHONE:

(02)99582654

AVAILABILITY:

Anywhere, Anytime

AVAILABILITY:

NSW preferred, anytime

EXPERIENCE/INTEREST:
taphonomy

Fauna1 analysis,

EXPERIENCE/INTEREST:
generated rnappmg

Residue analysis, computer

NAME:

STEELE Dominic

NAME:

VAN PROCTOR Jenny

ADDRESS:

51 Newington Road

ADDRESS:

16 Macquarie Tce

BALMAIN NSW 2041

MARRICKVILLE NSW 2204
PHONE:

(02)95193010

PHONE:

AVAILABILITY:

All states.

AVAILABILITY:

EXPERIENCE/INTEREST: Prehistoric and historic site
survey, recording and excawtion; midden and fauna1 analysis;
report production.

NAME:

STENNLNG Eve

ADDRESS:

80Bay St

(02)95558559
Anywhere, Anytime

EXPERIENCUINTEREST: Map-malang, rock art recorrLng,
theoretical analysis.

MOSMAN NSW 2088
PHONE:

(02)99603914

FAX:

(02)99605469
NAME:

AVAILABILlTY:
EXPERIENCE/INTEREST: Historical archaeology.

ADDRESS:

AVERY Steven
In-Site Heritage Management
PO Box 110

NAME:

STOCKS Robyn

ADDRESS:

81236Windsor Rd
NORTHMEAD NSW 2152

PHONE:

(02)%39 2359

FAX:

(02)9897 1389

AVAILABILITY:
EXPERIENCE/lNTEREST: Historical archaeology - survey,
excavation, monitoring, archival research; C M , artefact
recordmg and analysis; prehistoric site survey and excavation;
also experience in Middle East and UK.

O'CONNOR ACT 2602
PHONE:

04717247340

AVAILABILITY:

Anytime, anywhere

NAME:

HALL Nicholas

ADDRESS:

94Officer Place
AINSLIE ACT 2601

PHONE:

(06)257 5806

AVAILABILITY:

Anytime, anywhere

EXPERLENCEANTEREST:
Rockart
conservation and management, GIS.
NPLME:

STUART Iain

ADDRESS:

EnvirosciencesPty Ltd

PO Box 726 PYMBLE NSW 2073
PHONE:

(02)99884422

FAX:

(02)99884441

AVAiLMiiITk':

hyi;me, anywhere

EXPERIENCEANTEREST: Heritage plannq, design, liaison,
interpretation and administration.

NAME:

HALL Roger

2 Hide Place
HUGHES ACT 2605
PHONE:

(06)281 7279

interpretation,
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NAME:

KUSKIE Peter J

ADDRESS:

23 Henry St

QUEENSLAND

COOK ACT 2614
PHOhWFAX:

(06) 25 1 5201

MOBILE:

018631 273

AVAILABILITY:

Anywhere, anytime.

LOMAX Kirn

ADDRESS:

PO Box 1078

PHONE:

(077) 7 14 282

FAX:

(077) 2 15 986

AVAILABILITY:

Anywhere, anytune.

EXE'ERIENCEfINTEREST: Survey, excavation; CRM; rock
art recordmg; archaeology and rock images of Townsville
region.

2 Hyde Place
HUGHES ACT 2605

EiGh'TE:

HATTE Elizabeth
AITKENVALE QLD 48 14

EXPEFUENCE/INTEREST:Prehistoric and hstoric site survey,
recording and excavation; Aboriginal consultation; CRM

NAME:

NAME:

(06) 281 7279

NAME:

MARDAGA-CAMPBELL M

ADDRESS:

Norther~Archaeological

NAME:

LYDON Jane

Consultancies P 5

ADDRESS:

Centre for CrossCultural Research

PO Box 1078 AITKENVALE 48 15

ANU ACT 0200
PHONE:

(06) 249 4185

AVAILABILITY:

OFFICER Kelvin

ADDRESS:

102 Jervois St

077 714 282

AVAILABILITY:

North Qld

EXPEIUENCE/INTEREST: Stone artefact and faunal analysis;
excavation.

EXPERIENCE/INTEREST: Historical archaeology; research,
fieldwork and analysis; interpretive and educational projects.

NAME:

PHONE:

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

DEAKIN ACT 2600
PHONE/FAX:

(06) 282 9415

AVAILABILITY:

Anywhere, anytime.

NAME:

DRAPER Neale

ADDRESS:

Archaeology

EXPEFUENCE/INTEREST: Rock art recordmg, rock art
conservation and management

Flinders University

PO Box 2100 ADELAIDE SA 500 l
NAME:

SAUNDERS Patricia

PHONE:

ADDRESS:

6 Redgrave Place

FAX:

(08) 8201 3845

CHAPMAN ACT 26 11

AVAILABILITY:

Anywhere, Anytime

PHONEIFAX:

(06) 288 6273

AVAILABILITY:

Eastern Aust. anytime

EXPERIENCERNTEREST: Prehistoric and rural historical
archaeol~.

-

(08) 8201 2336

EXPEFUENCEIINTEREST: Lithic & faunal analysis

NAME:

KNIGHT Jarnes

ADDRESS:

3 3essica Corn
HEATHFIELD SA 5153

PHONWFAX:

(08) 8339 6255
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NAME:

NICHOLSON Annie

ADDRESS:

PO Box 1773

TAS

PORT LINCOLN SA 5606
PHONE:

(08) 8687 2099

FAX:

(08) 8687 2040

AVAILABILITY:

Anywhere, anytime.

EXPERIENCE/lNTEREST: Coastal, semi-arid and arid zone
archaeology - SA and NSW only; community consultation and
heritage management in relation to Aboriginal cultural heritage.

NAME:

SMITH Di

ADDRESS:

96 Murrays Hill Road

NAME:

JACKMAN Greg

ADDRESS:

PO Box 576
MOONAH TAS 7009

PHONE:

0419815771

FAX:

08 271 5755

AVAILABILITY:

Anywhere, Anytime

EXPERIENCE/INTEREST: Geological
qualfications, land survey & drafting

COROMANDEL VALLEY SA 505 1
PHONEEAX:

(08) 8270 2329

EMAIL:

dismith@merlin.net.au

AVAILABILW.

Anywhere esp. SA, Anytime

EXPERIENCEKNTEREST: Rock art recorcimg, historic
l
photography.
artefact drawing and analysis, a r c h l ~research

NAME:

STANIFORTH Mark

ADDRESS:

57 Main St

NAME:

SEARLE Cathie

ADDRESS:

5 12 Nelson Rd
MT NELSON Tas 7007

PHONEEAX:

(03) 6223 1232

MOBILE:

015 873 060

AVAILABILITY:

Anythe, Anywhere

EXPERIENCE/INTEREST: Prehistoric & fistoric site survey,
r e c ~ ~ dexcavation,
q ,
artefact analysis, CRM

EASTWOOD SA 5063
PHONE:

(08) 373 3267

EMAIL:

Mark.Staniforth@flinders.edu.au

AVAILABILITY:

Anytime, anywhere

VICTORIA

EXPERIENCE/INTEREST: Maritime archaeology and remote
sensing.

NAME:

WALSHE Keryn

ADDRESS:

PO Box 288
GOODWOOD SA 5034

PHONEEAX:

(08) 271 9001

AVAILABILITY:

Anywhere, anytme.

NAME:

LAWLER Martin

ADDRESS:

116 Garden Court
ELWOOD VIC 3 184

PHOMAX:

(03) 953 1 349 1

AVAILABILITY:

Victoria, anytime

EXPERIENCElIMEREST: Computer modelling

EXPERIENCElINTEREST:
Archaeozool~; taphonomic
analysis of vertebrate material.

~~:

LA-WXENCE Susan

ADDRESS:

Archaeology Dept
LaTrobe University

BUNIXX3R.4 VIC 3083
PHONE:

(03) 9979 2385

FAX:

03 9979 1881

EXPERENCE/DTEREST: Historical L Prehistoric
Archaeology
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NAME:

LONG Andrew

ADDRESS:

296-298 St Kilda Road

NORTHERN TERRITORY

ST KILDA VIC 3 182
PHONE:

(03) 9534 9355

EMAIL:

atlong@webhk.wm.au

AVAILABILITY:

Any time,anywhere

EXPERIENCFXNTEREST: European prehistoric and
h k t ~ f i ~ ai~he0lGm.
a!

NAME:

GRANT Miranda

ADDRESS:

FQBox414
JABIRU NT 0886

PHONE:

(08) 979 2137

FM:

(08) 938 1115
Anywhere, anytime

NAME:

LUSTY Debra

AVAILABILITY:

ADDRESS:

30 Young Street

EXPERIENCE/INTEREST: Prehistoric archaeology; archival
research.

EAST ST KILDA VIC 3 182
PHONE:

(03) 9527 933 1

FAX:

03 9412 7601

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

AVAILABILITY:
EXPERIENCUINTEREST: Low density surface artefact
assemblages (Aboriginal). Aboriginal site survey and
excavation.

NAME:

MURPHY Andrea

ADDRESS:

163 H.@ Street
BERWICK VIC 3806

PHONEW:

(03) 9768 9286

AVAILABILITY:

Anytime, anywhere

NAME:

BRADSHAW Elizabeth

ADDRESS:

365 Samson Way
KARRATHA WA 6714

PHONE:

(08) 9 185 4507

FAX:

08 9185 6013

EMAIL:

elizabeth.bradshaw&.cra.~~m.au

AVAILABILITY:

West Pilbara, WA.

EXPERIENCE/INTEREST: Prehistoric and historic site
survey, excavation and recording, historic garden archaeology

EXPERIENCEANTEREST:

NAME:

WSGary

NAME:

CORSINI Stephen

ADDRESS:

Melbourne's Living Museum

ADDRESS:

PO Box 746
KALAMLTNDA WA 6076

PO Box 60

HIGHPOINT CITY VIC 3032

PHONE:

(08) 9293 7071

PHONE:

(03) 93 18 3544

MOBILE:

0419854463

FAX:

03 9318 1039

AVAILABILITY:

Any time, anywhere

AVAILABILITY:

EXPERIENCE5VERJZST: Prehistoric and historical
&?:beo!G; g o s c i e E ~ ~ .

EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Industrial archaeology.

NAME:

DORTCH Joe

ADDRESS:

Centre for Archaeology
UWA
NEDLANDS WA 6907

PHONE:

(08) 9380 3846

FM:

08 9380 1023

EMAIL:

jdortch@cyUene.uwa.eduau
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NAME:

GREEN Nicholas

NAME:

McGANN Sally

ADDRESS:

PO Box 1349

ADDRESS:

9 Lamb Ave

FREEMANTLE WA 6158

BENTLEY WA 6 102

PHONE:

(09) 430 4664

PHONE:

(08) 9358 0443

FAX:

(09) 335 2238

AVAILABILTTY:

Contract work

AVAILABILITY:
EXPERIENCEANTEREST: 10 years recording sites of
sipficance to Aborigmal people in W A especially in the
Kimberly region.

NAME:

GREENFELD Paul

ADDRESS:

362 Walcott Street
COOLBINIA WA 6050

PHOME:

(08) 9443 5694

MOBILE:

0411 459725

N.kW :

HOOK Fiona

ADDRESS:
AVAILABILITY:

WA, SA, NT,QLD 4-5 months

EXPERIENCELhTEREST: Native Title legislation;
Aboriginal consuitation.

NAME:

JACKSON Gavin

ADDRESS:

Archae-Aus
PO Box 177
STH FREMANTLE WA 6162

EXPERIENCELNTEXEST: Australian archaeology,
part~cularlyShark Bay.

NAME:

NAYTON Gaye

ADDRESS:

10 Central Ave
MAYLANDS WA 605 1

PHONE:

(08) 9271 1277

AVAILABILITY:

Any time, anywhere

EXPERIENCEKNTEREST:

NAME:

PASQUA Monique A

ADDRESS:

24 Yalgoo Ave

WHITE GUM VALLEY WA 6162
PHONE:

(08) 9335 1730

AVAILABILITY:

WA Any time

EXPERIENCE/INTEREST: Stone artefact analysis; ceramic
analysis.

NAME:

SCHWEDE Madge

ADDRESS:

28 Bedford St

NEDLANDS WA 6009
PHONE:

(08) 9235 8000

AVAILABILITY:

Anytime, WA.

PHONE:

(08) 9430 4664

FAX:

0893352238

EXPERDENCE/INTEREST: Rehistoric site survey, r e c o r h g
and excavation; stone analysis; CRM.

AVAILABILITY:

Any time, anywhere

NAME:

STEVENS Robin

ADDRESS:

22 Ricketts Way

EXPEIUENCE&NTEREST: Faunal analysis, geomorphology,
ecology, prehistoric and historical archaeology.

GREENWOOD WA 6024
NAME:
ADDRESS:

MARTIN Christine
PO Box 407

COMO WA 6 152
PHONE:

(08) 9450 5472

AVAILABILIlY:

AI1 areas especially TAS & W&
anytlme

EXPERIENCUINTEREST: Faunal, stone and soil analysis.

PHONE:

(08) 9342 2644

AVAILABILITY:

Anytime, anywhere

EXPERIENCEDNEREST: Shell midden, lithic and glass
analysis.
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WARREN Louis

NAME:
ADDRESS:

6 Robinson Street

PORT HEDLAND 672 1
PHoNElFAX:

(08) 9173 3565

AVAILABILTTY:

Short-term contracts.

EXPERlENCE/INIEREST:
Aboriginal site survey,
excavation, recording and assessment; report writing WA, NT,
Tas, Vic - 15 years experience.

-

AFFILIATE MEMBERSHIP
LIST
-

NAME:
ADDESS:

--

P

P

ATTENBROW Dr Valerie

19 Calder Rd

DARLINGTON NSW 2008
TELEPHONE:

(02) 93 19-7681

FAX:

(02) 9320 6058

NAME:

COLLEY Dr Sarah

POSITTON:

Lecturer in Prehistory

ADDRESS:

Dept. of Prehistoric and Historic
Archaeology
UNNERSITY OF SYDNEY
NSW 2006

NAME:

BOWDLER Professor Sandra

TELEPHONE:

(02) 935 1 3035
(02) 935 1 2364

PGSTi?Giu':

Professor of Ardhaeoiogy

ADDRESS:

centre for Prehistory

FAX:

0293516392

EMAIL:

Sarah.Colley@archaeology.usyd.edu.au

NAME:

COMBER Jillian

ADDRESS:

4 Canberra St

University of WA

NEDLANDS WA 6907
TELEPHONE:

(08) 9380-2 113

FAX:

(08) 9380 1023

NAME:

BROWN Steve

ADDRESS:

26 Spring St

F m R O Y WC 3065
TELEPHONE:

HURLSTONE PARK NSW 2 193
TELEPHONE:

(02) 939 1 2034

NAME:

DORTCH Charles

ADDRESS:

37 Thompson Rd

(03) 9419 6175

No& Freemantle WA 6159
ADDRESS:

POBox513

KINGS CROSS NSW 20 11
PHONE:

(02) 9930 21 1 1

TELEPHONE:

(08) 9336 2079

FAX:

(08) 9328 8686
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NAME:

GWAK Derus

NAME:

McBRYDE Professor Isobel

POSITION:

Historical Archaeologist

ADDRESS:

PO Box 308 1

ADDRESS:

Cultural Heritage Division

WESTON CREEK ACT 26 11

NSW National Parks & Wildlife Service

TELEPHONE:

(06) 288 766 1

PO Box 1967

FAX:

(062) 49 4083

NAME:

McCOWAN Angela

POSITION:

Archaeologist

ADDRESS:

South-West Region

HURSTVILLE NSW 2220
TELEPHONE:

(02) 9585-6469 (work)

FAX:

(02) 9585-6466

NAME:

HORSFALL Dr Nicky

Tasmanian Parks and Wildlife Service
POSITION:

Regional Archaeologist

134 Macquarie Street

ADDRESS:

Far North Repon

HOBART TAS 7000

Dept of Environment and Heritage

TELEPHONE:

(03) 6233 2424

PO Box 7023

FAX:

(03) 6233 3477

10-12 Maclecd S m t

EMAIL:

angim@delm .tas.gov.au

NAME:

McINTYRE Susan

POSITION:

Manager, CHSD

ADDRESS:

National Parks & Wildlife Service

CAlRNS QLD 4870
TELEPHONE:

(070) 523 065

FAX:

(070) 523 080

EMAIL:

Nicky.HorsfaU@env.qldgov.au

NAME:

JOHNSON Dr Ian

POSITION:

Professional Oflicer

ADDRESS:

Department of Rehistory and

PO Box 1967
HURSTVILLE NSW 2220
TELEPHONE:

(02) 585 6465 (wk)

NAME:

NUTLEY David

(02) 935 1 3 142

POSITION:

Maritime Archaeologist

(02) 935 1 3046

ADDRESS:

NSW Department of Planning

Historical Archaeology
University of Sydney NSW 2006
TELEPHONE:

F M

02 9351 6392

Box 3927 GPO

EMAIL:

Johnson@acl.archaeologyogyusydeduau

SYDNEY NSW 2000
TELEPHONE:

(02) 9391 2034

NAME:

LILLEY Dr Ian

PHONEEAX:

(02) 97 18 3206

POSITION:

Senior Research Officer

NAME:

ROSS Dr Anne

ADDRESS:

Aboriginal and T o m Strait

Islander Studies Unit

POSITION:

LecfU'er

University of QLD ST LUCIA 4072

ADDRESS:

Dept of Anthropology and Sociology

TELEPHONE:

(07) 3365 705 1

University Of QLD

(07) 3930 074

St Lucia QLD 4072

FAX:

(07) 3365 6855

TELEPHONE:

(07) 3365 1450

EMAIL:

i.lilley@mailboxuq.eduau

FAX:

(07) 3365 1544

EMAIL:

A~ie.Ross@m;ulbox.uq.eduau
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NAME:

SMITH Laurajane

POSITION:

Lecturer, Aboriginal Studies

ADDRESS:

15 Park Rd

Woodford NSW 2778
TELEPHONE:

(047)588 126

NAME:

SULLIVAN Kate

ADDRESS:

24 Waterview Street
BALMAIN NSW 2041

TELEPHONE:

(02)9818-4074

NAME:

VETH Peter

POSITION:

Lecturer

ADDRESS:

13 Nerita Cres
NELLY BAY QLD 4819

TELEPHONE:

(077)81 5858

FAX:

(077)79 5435

NAME:

WRIGHT Richard

POSITION:

Emeritus Professor

ADDRESS:

72 Campbell Street
BALMAIN NSW 2045

Rock engravings at Callan Point, Rozelle
(photo D. Eckstein)

